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For those desiring further explanations, reference is
made in a number of cases to pages in the writings of
Mises where he treats the subject defined. The key used
for his books available in English follows:
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The Anti-Capitalistic Mentality
Bureaucracy
Epistemological Problems of Economics
The Free and Prosperous Commonwealth
Human Action
The Theory of Money and Credit
Omnipotent Government
Planning for Freedom
Socialism
Theory and History
The Ultimate Foundations of Economic Science

As Mises says: "The first purpose of scientific terminology is to facilitate the analysis of the problems involved."
(HA 434) It is, therefore, not so much a question as to
whether the definition is the popular one or not, but rather
does it lead the reader to a better understanding of the
highly complex ideas the author is trying to elucidate.
Comments and suggestions are invited and will be helpful
in completing this work which is dedicated to a better understanding and acceptance of the great contributions to human
knowledge by Ludwig Mises.
Percy L. Greaves, Jr.
P.O.Box 298
Dobbs Ferry, New York
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Ad hoc

(Latin)

For a particular purpose or occasion, usually specified.
Ad libitum

(Latin)

Freely; at one's pleasure; as one wishes.
Age of Enlightenment
Pretty much the same period and development for which the "Age of
Reason" is also used. It stretched roughly from John Locke (1632 1704) and Isaac Newton (1647 - 1727) to Immanuel Kant (1724 -·1804).
During this period there was a great advance in all branches o.f
human knowledge.
Age of Reason
The eighteenth century, particularly in England and France,· when
reason rather than emotion, intuition, or superstition were presumed
to have prevailed.
Agnosticism
The doctrine that refuses to accept the evidence of revelation and
holds that it is impossible to prove or disprove the existence of
God. Hence, any doctrine which holds the impossibility of any true
knowledge, such as the doctrine that all knowledge is relative.
Alter ego

(Latin)

Literally "other I, 11 one's other self.
Anarchism
The idea that peaceful social cooperation can continue to exist
without the necessary and beneficial institution of government,
the social apparatus of coercion and compulsion.
UF 98-9
HA 148-9

2.
Anarchy
Lawlessness; condition of no government or regulating power. Hence,
a state of confusion or disorder for lack of a guiding hand or planning body. The conditions of production in an unhampered market
economy are often referred to by collectivists, including Karl Marx
(1818- 1883), as the "anarchy of production" due to the fact that
there is no central planning.
Anchorite
One who renounces the world and lives both a solitary and secluded
life of prayer, penitence, and meditation.
Animism
The theory that all beings and objects have a natural life and/or
an inner soul. Animism ascribes to all things of the universe the
faculty of action, similar to that of man.
UF 36
Anthropocentrism
The belief that man is the center of all that is important and that
the world exists solely for the benefit or improvement of mankind.
Anthropomorphism
The idea of God, or a god, with the form or .characteristics of a
human being.
Antinomy
Contradiction of two principles deduced from premises considered
to be equally valid.
Antithesis --adj. antithetic
Diametrically opposite. A word, idea, person, doctrine, proposition
or thing that negates, is irreconcilable with, or represents the
extreme opposite of another.

3.
Apodictic
Logically necessary, or the logical necessity of which can be demonstrated.
A posteriori

(Latin)

Literally, following after. Known from experience. Applied to
inductive reasoning, beginning with observed facts and inferring
general conclusions from these. Reasoning from effect to cause as
opposed to ~ priori.
Apperception
A method of learning which implies that the mind responds to new
facts, ideas, or situations when it can relate them to what is
already known, but rejects or ignores them when unable to assimilate
them with prior knowledge or understanding.
Appraisal, appraisement
An impersonal judgment, often by a disinterested expert, of the
price· something would bring if sold in the market place. An appraisal
or appraisement differs from a valuation in that it represents an
attempt to present a more critical and objective judgment of monetary
worth than the more personal and subjective value judgment of an interested person or party.
HA 332

A priori (Latin)
Literally, from the former or preceding. Self-evident knowledge
known by reason alone without any appeal to experience. Non-empirical.
Applied to deductive reasoning from primary cause to effect as opposed
to ~ posteriori. The original and unquestioned cause beyond which the
human mind cannot further fathom, analyze or diagnose.
HA 34

Apriorism
The doctrine that knowledge rests on ideas or principles that are
·• self-evident to the human mind and which antedate experience. The
theory that ideas and human reasoning precede the interpretation or
understanding of historical facts or experience.
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4.
Arbitrage
The process of buying connnodities, securities or foreign exchange
for immediate or future delivery in one market and simultaneously
or almost simultaneously selling them in another market in order
to profit from the price differences in the two markets. This
process almost immediately eliminates all price differences in
different markets except for those due to transportation costs
and political interventions (taxes, tariffs, etc.).
A rebours

(French)

The wrong way; backwards; against the grain.
Argumentum a contrario

(Latin)

Argument or proof by contrast or the direct opposite.
Artifact
A natural object modified by human art; applied largely to primitive tools, weapons and works of art. An object which human
labor has improved or made useful as distinguished from one as
originally found in nature.
Asceticism
The theory that the only means open to man for attaining complete
quietude, contentment, and happiness is to renounce all earthly
concerns and worldly things in preparation for eternal bliss.
Only an ascetic may reproach liberalism for advancing the outward
material welfare of men.
HA 178-9
FC 4-5
Asymptotic
Approaching indefinitely near, yet never meeting.
(Ataraxia - Greek)
Complete peace of mind.

•

5.
Atavistic
Pertaining to or marked by atavism, the recurrence in a descendant
of abnormal characteristics that can be traced back to a remote
ancestor. More popularly, "throwback."
Atypical
Deviating markedly from the rule or standard; not typical or regular,
above or below average.
Aureole
A halo or celestial crown meant to indicate sanctity or holiness;
a spiritual reward for those who have maintained their integrity and
triumphed over worldly temptations.
Austrian School (of Economics)
A group of economists using deductive, rather than inductive, methods
of analysis by which they developed the subjective theory of value
and applied it to the various problems of economics. Its founders,
Menger (1840 - 1921), Wieser ( 1851 - 1926), and B"Ohm-Ba~rerk (1851 ~
1914), as well as its present titular head, Mises (1881) were
all Austrian born.
(Winton)
Autarky (more popularly autarchy)
Originally, the state or condition of a person, nation or geographical
area that is free from the rule or control of another. Now used more
generally in the economic sense of the state or condition of a person,
nation or geographic area that is economically self-sufficient and
thus not dependent for survival on trade with another.
Autistic
Involving only one person or individual; excluding all but the one
person.

6.
Automatism
The theory that living organisms are governed solely by the laws
of physics and mechanics. An extreme fo~ of behaviorism that
denies conscious control of actions.
Babbittry
A derogatory term for the ethics and practices of small independent
businessmen operating under the relatively free market conditions
existing in the United States before the massive governmental interventions of the 1920 1 s and 1930's. The term comes from the novel
"Babbitt" (1922) in which the author, Sinclair Lewis (1885 ~ 1951),
derides the behavior and character of "George Follansbee Babbitt, 11
a fictional middle class realtor.
Behaviorism
Studies hmnan action according to the methods of animal and infant
psychology. It seeks to investigate reflexes and instincts,
automatisms and unconscious reactions, without reference to conm
sciousness and aiming at ends.
TH 245-6
Bernoulli's doctrine de mensura sortis
Daniel Bernoulli (1700- 1782), an eminent mathematician and physical
scientist, realized that equal o:t;: proportional changes in man 1 s
wealth or "physical fortune" did not produce equal or propo:rtional
changes in utility or satisfaction, which he called 11 moral fortune,"
and that such changes in "moral fortune" were related to his previous
wealth or fortune as well as the physical changes in it. Accordingly,
he resorted to logarithms to develop a mathematical formula or doctrine
· for computing the expectation of changes in "moral fortunes" t.hat. would
result from any given physical changes in any person's previously held
fortune. The suppositions of this doctrine were dependent upon the
selection of arbitrary c9n~tants for human valuations. However, such
valuations are not only unmeasurable but also variable from man ·to man
and for the ··same man at different times. In distinguishing between
"physical" and "moral'' fortunes, Bernoulli 1 s contribution made it
clear tl;lat simple arithmetic (addition and subtraction) is not appli.cable to problems involving human valuations of different physical
quantities.

7.

Biological competition
The antagonistic rivalry in which living beings are engaged in a
life and death struggle for a part of the existing means of survival
which are insufficient for the minimum needs of all. This situation is
inherent in nature and among wild animals incapable of social cooperation. It can exist among men -- 1. in those rare instances where the
means of survival are insufficient for total survival for groups which
are lost or otherwise isolated from civilization, or 2. where men fail
to realize that the voluntary social cooperation of an unhampered
market economy can increase the supply of scarce goods beyond the
quantity needed for the general survival of a growing but intelligently
limited population.
HA 273-4, 667-673
TH 38-40
Bohemian
A devotee of art, music, literature or other intellectual pursuits
who attempts to show his disdain for social conventions by adopting
an odd or bizarre mode of life or dress.
Bolshevik

(Russian)

Literally "a member of the majority." A Russian revolutionary communist. Originated from a 1903 split in the Russian Social Democratic
Party. With Nikolai Lenin (1870 - 1924) as their leader, the Bol··
sheviks in the November 1917 Revolution overturned the Provisional
Government established earlier that year and founded the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.
Bourgeois, bourgeoisie
The merchants, employers and white collar workers as distinguished
from -- 1. nobility and the landed .gentry, and 2. the manual workers
and peasants called the proletariat.
Caesar ism
Political dictatorship; absolute government under one-man rule;
one-man imperialism. The term comes from Gaius Julius Caesar (100
B.C. - 44 B.C.), a general who expanded the ROillan Empire and became
its dictator, even though refusing a crown.

8.
Capital
The fundamental concept of economic calculation which expresses in
monetary terms the net wealth (assets minus liabilities) of the
complex of all kinds of capital goods and marketabl.e assets (savings)
belonging to a definite person or other unit participating in a .market
economy. It is only by the use of such an accounting concept that -=
1. profits (increases in capital account) and losses (decreases in
capital account) of contemplated market actions can be estimated or
prognosticated and 2. profits and losses of completed actions can be
calculated. Thus the mental tool of capital is essential both as a
compass for guiding future market actions and as a means for evaluating the success or non-success of .completed market actions.
HA 260-4, 491
Capital goods
Savings in the form of land, tools, buildings, transportation facilities, partially finished goods and even cash and consumers goods
which make it possible for the owner to engage in more time consuming
and more productive processes of wealth production than would be
possible if he did not possess such forms of savings. In short,
stored up labor, natural resources and time in the form of economic
goods whose possession reduces the time necessary to attain some goal
of human endeavor.
HA 259-61, 490-3
Capitalism
An economic concept of civilization that is based on the private
ownership (and control) of the means of production. Such an institutional situation permits and inevitably encourages the division of
labor, economic calculation, capital accumulation, technological
improvement and the voluntary social cooperation of a market economy
in which mass production is designed for the consumption of the
sovereign masses. Capitalism is the antithesis of statism, socialism,
and communism which are based on government ownership (or control)
of the means of production.
Cartel
A government approved and protected association of business firms
in any one industry, which is formed for the purpose of limiting
competition by agreeing to common business practices and allocating

10.
Charisma

(Greek)

A special divine gift which endows the recipient with a supernatural
ability to know and proclaim the will of God. In short, a pipeline
from God which mere mortals may not challenge.
Chiliastic
Pertaining to the doctrine that when men are perfected the Messiah
will appear on the Earth to rule over a happy and glorious Kingdom
for 1,000 years (The Millennium).
s 281-8
Chimera
Originally, a fabled and frightening monster whose features resembled
the corresponding parts of many different animals.
Hence, an absurd or fantastic creature of the imagination; a frightful fancy; a visionary or impracticable idea.
Chimerical
Wildly or fantastically unreal or visionary.
Chrematistic
Related to wealth as far as it can be calculated in terms of money.
Circumlocution
The use of indirect or roundabout language. The use of more words
than necessary as a means of avoiding a simple direct expression.
Classical economics
The first comprehensive system of economic theory, first expounded
by Adam Smith (1723- 1790) in his Wealth of Nations (1776). It
also included the writings of Jeremy.Benthrun (1748- 1832), David
Ricardo (1772- 1823), Jean Baptiste Say (1767- 1832), Thos. R.
Malthus (1766- 1834), James Mill (1773- 1836), John Stuart Mill

•
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Classical economics, cont'd.
(1806- 1873), and many others of that era. While not advocates of
complete "laissez faire," this school of economics generally supported
the principle that both individuals and society prosper most with a
minimum of political intervention. They defended private property,
voluntary social cooperation, economic freedom and popular government
and provided some of the first basic principles upon which modern
economics has been built, Their great weakness was their failure to
solve the paradox. of value and thus much of their reasoning was based
on the labor (objective) theory of value.
HA 160, 174 & 2.31, et. al.
Classical theory of value
The value theory of Adam Smit,h (1723 - 1790) and his followers, also
accepted by Karl Marx (1818 - 1883). This theory holds that, market
values are determined by the quantity of labor required to produee
what is offered for sale. As later developed, the quality of the
labor ne;eded was also t.aken into consideration.
Coadjuvancy
Mutually helpful assistance.
C.~kaigne,

land of

(French)

Literally, land of cakes. An imaginary country of idleness and
luxury. In Cockaigne the rivers were of wine, houses were built of
cakes, the streets were. paved with pastry and the st:ores were filled
with free goods. Roasted fowl flew about ready for the eat.ing.
Comparat:ive cost, !,,:aw or theory of
The theory of David Ricardo (1772 - 1823), also known as t:he Ricardian
.Law of Association, which holds that when one person, group or nation
is superior to another in the production of all goods, it is advan~~
tageous for all parties if the more efficient or better endowed
producer concentrates on the production of those goods he can produce
with the greatest relative superiority and the less effective producer
concentrates on those goods he can produce with the least relative
deficiency.
HA 158-60
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Concatenation
State or condition of the correlated action of mutually interdependent
processes. Situation where a number of distinct processes mesh or
link together with a resulting cumulative effect in a well coordinated
movement.
Conceptual realism
The holistic fallacy of collectivists who think in terms of abstract
and unobservable wholes, universals or entire classes and who attribute
to such mental constructs a reality, character and existence that i.s
independent of their parts. An example is the abstract term "capit.al"
which conceptual realists consider as something real, concrete and
permanent that has different uses and characteristics from t.he "capital
goods" of which it consists. Another example would be "national
income." (The philosopher A. N. Whitehead (1861 - 1947) called this
the "fallacy of misplaced concreteness.")
HA 45, 145, 511 & Hayek "Counter Revolution of Science," 54
Congener
A person or thing of the same origin, nature or innate character.
Congeneric
Allied in origin and nature.
Corn Laws
British laws for the regulation of the grain trade from 1436 to 1846.
In England wheat is known as corn. In the later years, from about
1790, it became increasingly evident that these laws were primarily
protecting the British land owners from foreign competition and thus
raising the prices of bread and cereals, the basic diet of industrial
workers. In 1838, the Anti-Com Law League was founded in Manchester,
England. The League, led by Richard Cobden (1804 - 1865) "The Apostle
of Free Trade" and John Bright (1811 - 1889), was largely responsible.
for the repeal of the Corn Law in 1846 and the growing acceptance of
the laissez faire principles of the "Manchester School."
Cosmogony
A theory or account of the creation arid development of the world or
universe.

13.
Cost
(1) Whatever asset must be spent, foregone, given up or otherwise
sacrificed or (2) whatever liability must be acquired or suffered in
order to obtain or produce something or attain some end. A cost may
be a matter of money, labor, lives, time, trouble, pain, debt or
anything else that men value and take into considerat.ion, when
deciding to seek a specific goal or good. The contemplation of a
cost is always a judgment of value, which see. Any cost expressed
in monetary terms is a price, i.e., a quantity of money.
Credit expansion
An increase in the supply of monetary units created by an increase
in bank loans over and above the number of monetary units that savers
have released to the banks for lending to third parties. In short~
monetary loans in excess of monetary savings available for lending.
Credit expansion is only possible with a fractional reserve banking
system. Other things remaining the same, every credit expansion must
create a boom or upswing in economic activity. This boom can only be
sustained by a continued credit expansion at an ever accelerated rate
sufficient to induce a repetition of the same activities at the in=
creased prices resulting from the previous credit expansions.
HA 434, 555-7, 570-1, 793=7
Currency School, British
The group which supported the "currency doctrine" in the early 19th
century controversy in England over the future British monetary system.
In brief, the currency doctrine called for metallic money reserves
against all paper money in circulation. The opponents, members of the
Banking School, endorsed short-term credit expansion for the so-called
"needs of business." The Currency School was successful in incorporating their ideas into the Peel's Bank Act of 1844. The Currency
School failed to understand the function of interest rates or foresee
and provide for the ensuing rapid expansion in the use of demand
deposits subject to withdrawals by check.
HA 438-440, 571-2
M 367-373
Darwinism, social or sociological
A distortion of the doctrine of Charles Darwin (1809 - 1882) that
the evolution and improvement of mankind is the result of a const.ant.
struggle for existence against environmental conditions int.o a quite
different doctrine that the evolution and improvement of mankind is
the result of constant wars, civil strife and revolutions whereby
physically superior men vanquish the physically inferior.

14.
"das spezifische Verstehen der Geisteswissenschaften11

(Gennan)

The specific understanding of the mental sciences.
Deism
In the 18th century sense, Deism meant a belief in one God as the
Creator of the world or universe and opposition to revelation and the
thought that God dwelt in man and was continuously active in the
affairs of man and the world. Deists aimed at what they considered a
rational as opposed to a mysterious faith. This led them to "natural~
istic" explanations of religion and a belief in eternal "natural laws"
which were regarded as the will of God.
Dialectics
A philosophical t.enn applied to methods of debate .or argumentation
that seek to prove or disprov.e the truth of something by the rules
of logic or the laws of reasoning.
Didactic
Instructive; educational; fitted or intended to teach.
Diminishing returns, law of
See -- returns, law of -- of which it is a part.
Discursive reasoning
Thinking a problem through logically step by step from one premise
to another in an attempt to arrive ~t an acceptable conclusion or
explanation, as opposed to aprioristic or intuitive reasoning and
knowledge gained by a man's specific understanding of a situation.
Disutility of labor
The.discomfort, uneasiness, inconvenience or pain inherent in human
effort. Because of this quality men regard labor as a burden and
prefer leisure to toil or labor.
HA 65-6, 612
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Do ut des

(Latin)

I give as you give or I give that you may give. A Latin phrase
frequently applied to contracts involving the exchange of goods, as
opposed to those involving an exchange of goods for services or
services for services.
Duopoly, ist
Literally, two sellers. A market situation in which two individuals
or business organizations own or control the total supply of a given.
commodity or service" A duopolist is one of the two who own or control
such a total supply.
'

'·~ -~~ '<"

Eclecticism
The policy, or advocacy of a policy, of.,co~structing a composite system
of thought or ideology by selecting diffe}:"eQ..t 'parts from diffceren.t ,
existing systems of thought or ideologies. ,).In the case of e~bn9mics~
a science of thoroughly integrated and interdependent parts/this .· · : .
practice must result in policies, or thE! advocacy of policies', 'which,·
when properly analyzed, will be found to.cqntain untenable contradictions and inconsistencies.
'' '
Econometrics
The attempts of statisticians and mathematicians to discover econo.mic
laws and solve problems of human action by the use of complex mathematical formulas and equations, frequently called models. Econometricians maintain that science is measurement and assume both a
constancy and regularity in economic data that permits them to use
precise mathematical measurement for testing and developing economic
theory.
Actually, the only measurable magnitudes of human action are those
related to historical facts. The ideas and value judgments which
determine human participation in the market process are neither constant
nor certain. All future human actions are thus uncertain variables
which are incapable of either quantification or .measuremento Consequently
the use of mathematics, as a means for determining economic theory
applicable to future human actions, is completely futile.
HA 350-7
UF 62-3

:
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16.
Economic problem, the
How to employ the available means in such a way that no want more
urgently felt should remain unsatisfied because the means suitable
for its attainment were employed -- wasted -- for the attainment of
a want less urgently felt.
HA 207
Egalitarianism
Equalitarianism; the untenable belief that all men are created equal
and that all subsequent inequalities in income, wealth and opportunity
are the results of unscrupulous usurpation and expropriation of the
masses by the capitalists. Egalitarians oppose the true liberal
doctrine of "equality before the law" and contend that governments
should use their coercive powers to restore and maintain the equality
with which all men are supposed to be born.
TH 528 et al
Elasticity of demand
The theory that, ether things being equal, demand for a good or service
will vary readily in response to changes in its price. Elasticity of
demand is often used by "mathematical economistsn in the sense that a
specific change in a specific price will always result in a proportional
or other specific change in the demand for that good or service.
Empathy
The ability to experience sympathetically the emotions of another.
The emotional penetration of another person, frequently used in connection with the creator of a work of art.
Empirical
Depending on the existence of a regularity in the causality and
succession of natural events which permits the acquisition of human
knowledge from experiments or experience because identical natural
or physical conditions and events always produce identical results
or consequences. The natural sciences are empirical. The social or
human sciences are not.
UF 21, 27, 63 et al

17.
Empiricism
The theory that the only source of human knowledge is experience.
Empiricism assumes a regularity in the flow of events and proclaims
that experiments and observation are the main instruments for the
acquisition of knowledge.
UF 21, 27
Entrepreneur

(French)

Literally, undertaker. In general usage, an entrepreneur is a
business man, one who plans, organizes and directs, i.e., undertakes
a business enterprise primarily for his own gain or loss. In scientific economic theory, entrepreneur means acting man in the sense of
the uncertainty inherent in every action, in that all human actions
are undertaken in the flux of time and thus involve speculation in
the anticipation of future events. The entrepreneur attempts to act
so as to produce a more desirable future situation than he anticipates
would result from eit.her no action or any other possible action on his
part. The entrepreneur, L e. , the acting man, is the one to whom the
profits or losses of an action first redound.
HA 252-3, 291
Entrepreneurial profit and loss
Profit and loss from market transactions calculated in monetary
units. An increase (profit) or decrease (loss) in the estimated
monetary equivalent of the net assets (total assets minus total
liabilities) of an individual or business unit over a specified period
of time or resulting from specified business transactions. Entrepreneurial profits result from a better-than-others ability to
anticipate and satisfy market demands. This is done by directing the
use or combination of the factors of production available on the
market in such a way that the goods or services produced bring a
higher market price than other products made with the same factors
of production.
Entrepreneurial profits and losses emerge.due to the following ever
present market factors: 1. The uncertainty of future consumer
demand. 2. The ceaseless changes in the demand for and supply of
the various human and physical factors of production, which con=
stantly create new opportunities for better adjustment of production
to anticipated future consumer wants. 3. The fact that all production
takes time. 4. Differences in entrepreneurial ability to foresee,
at the time production must start, what the mos.t urgent wants of
consumers will be at the various future times when the available
alternative processes of production might be completed.

18.
Entrepreneurial profit and loss, cont'd.
Entrepreneurial profits and losses are society's appraisal of the
contributions of individuals and other business units to societal
welfare or satisfaction. Entrepreneurial profits and losses are the
.means that consumers use to shift the control of capital, and the
direction of production, into the hands of those who have demonstrated
their ability to serve consumers best.
HA 212-4, 290-1
PF 108-150
Epicureanism
The Greek school of thought founded by Epicurus (342 - 270 B.C.) that
held that the joys of the mind are superior to the pleasures of the
body.
Epigone
A follower, adherent or disciple, often with connotations of following
in time and of lesser importance than the master or masters.
Epistemology -- adj. Epistemological
The theory of human knowledge; the basis of the sciences of man which
is concerned with the origin, structure, methods and validity of
human knowledge. It deals with the mental phenomena of human life:
thinking, perceiving and knowing. It assumes that the logical structure
of the human mind is unchanging.
UF 1-2
Equilibrium price
A price (quantity of money) at which there are no further sales
because supply and demand are in balance.
Equivocation
Use of a word or expression, open to .more than one meaning, so as to
mislead or ~onfuse, either because the user intends to mislead or
is himself confused. In a discussion or argument, the repetition of
a basic term in another s·ense than that in which it was originally
used.

19
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Etatist
French for statist, in the sense of an advocate of the concentration
of all economic controls and planning in the hands of the government.
Ethnology
The science concerned with the or1.g1.n, development, distinguishing
characteristics and geographical distribution of human races.
Euclidian geometry
Geometry as first propounded in the axioms of Euclid about 300 B.C.
Euclidian geometry is based on the concept of flat and endless space,
as opposed to the concept of curved space, as used in plotting the
longitudes of a spherical body. In the flat space concept parallel
lines never meet as they eventually do in curved space projections.
Eudaemonism
The theory that the final goal of all human action is happiness.
EP 150
Evenly rotating economy
An imaginary economy in which all transactions and physical conditions
are repeated without change in each similar cycle of time. Everything is imagined to continue exactly as before, including all human
ideas and goals. Under such fictitious constant repetitive conditions,
there can be no net change in any supply or demand and therefore there
cannot be any changes in prices. The evenly r.otating economy is a
helpful device .for studying the logical effects produced by the intro ..
duction of particular individual changes.
HA 246-250
Ex definitione

(Latin)

By definition.
Exorcism
The act or process of driving off an evil spirit by a solemn oath
or magic rite.

20.
Factor of production
A thing that can he used to contribute to the success of a process
of production. A constituent element of any production process.
Examples would be labor, natural resources, time and capital goods
(which see).
HA 263
Failure monopoly
A monopoly which depends upon the use of a prior malinvestment which
it would be clearly unprofitable for anyone to duplicate. An example
would be the operation of an already existing exclusive capital
structure when consumers will buy the output at prices which exceed
operating expenses but which fail to yield the sums which those with
uncommitted savings can expect to earn fn>m other investments open to
them.
Fait accompli

(French)

Accomplished fact; thing already done.
Fascism, Italian
The policies and principles of the Fascist Party of Italy providing
for the complete regimentation of business and the suppression of
all opposition. This Party, founded in 1919 by a former socialist
editor, Benito Mussolini, marched on Rome in 1922. Mussolini then
assumed control of the government and gradually expanded his power
until he became an absolute dictator. After the successful Allied
invasion of Italy, the Fascists were deposed in 1943 and Mussolini
was soon assassinated by Italian opponents.
Fiat

(Latin)

Literally, let it be done.
an authoritative power.

Order, command, decision or statute of

Fiat justitia, ne pereat mundus

(Latin)

Let justice be done, (so) the world not be destroyed.

21.
Fiat justitia., pereat mundus

(Latin)

Let justice be done, (though) the world be destroyed.
Final price
In short, the price that would eventually emerge if no new data
appeared to change the course of market actions and conditions. The
hypothetical or imaginary price which would result with the passage
of the time necessary to carry to completion all actions which are
the consequence of using existing human knowledge and factors of
production in attempts to satisfy presently held value scales in so
far as human action can satisfy them. A final price is hypothetical
or imaginary because it contemplates no change in human ideas;
knowledge, or value scales during the time needed to carry out the
actions momentarily decided upon at any one time. This implies an
actual impossibility -- the absolute rigidity of the mental contents
of human minds over a period of time sufficient to complete all
actions contemplated at one time. The final price is a helpful
concept for studying and understanding the formation of actual market
priceso

HA 244-250
Final state of rest
An imagined or hypothetical state toward which every market action
is a step hut the attailU!lent of which would mean that all market
actions had ceased because man's attainable ends had all been attained
and consequently there was no further cause for any more market actions.
This state is never attained as man's ends are both unlimited and ever
changing and every new end or shift in value scales sets off a new set
of market actions tending toward a new. and different final state of
rest. Consequently, the final state of rest toward which all market
actions are ever moving is constantly shifting before being reached.
This imaginary construction is helpful as a guide to understanding
current market movements a.t any s·pecified time.

HA 245-6
FOhrertum
Leadership.

(German)

Fungible (ad i . and noun)
Capable of mutual substitution in use or satisfaction of a contract.
A connnodity or service whose individual units are so similar that
one unit of the same grade or quality is considered interchangeable
with any other unit of the same grade or quality. Examples: .tin,
grain, coal, sugar, money, etc.
Futures market

A market for trading contracts wherein one party, usually a specialist, pledges for a certain sum of money to deliver to or buy from
another party, the holder of the contract, a specified quantity of
specified connnodities, securities or £<;>reign exchange on a specified
future date. Such contracts are primarily an extension of the
division of labor principle whereby the speculative incidence of
interim price changes are shifted from parties unfamiliar with the
cause-S of such price changes to those with a specialoknowledge and
understanding of expected price changes. Thus processors or manufacturers in need of future raw materials can know immediately the
costs of such materials and foreign traders can likewis.e know immediately the domestic monetary equivalent of future payments for
their exports OJ:: imports priced in foreign currencies.
Geist

(German)

.Abstract mind or spirit. In connection with Hegel, it is used in
the sense of the Spirit of God which. revealed truth to him.
Gestal.tpsychologie

(German)

A school of German psychology that reacted against analytic psychology
and substituted the idea that the reactions of the human mind are
determined by the pattern or interrelations of tpe whole rather than
the summation of the parts.
Gossenl s law of the saturation of want.s (first law of Gossen)
The continuance, increase or repetition of'the same kind of consumption
yields a continuously decreasing satisfaction or pleasure up to a
point. of satiety. This law first propounded in 1854 by Hermann
Heinrich Gossen (1810 - 1858) in a little known German book rediscovered
by William Stanley Jevons (1835 - 1882) more than twenty years later.

Government
The social apparatus established for the monopQlistic exercise of
the compulsion and coercion which, because of man's imperfection,
is necessary for the prevention of actions detrimental to the peaceful
inter-human cooperation of a definite system of social organization.
Because men are not faultless, government (the police power) is an
indispensable and beneficial institution, as without it no lasting
social cooperation or civilization could be developed or preserved.
A durable system of government must rest on the might of an ideology
acknowledged by the majority. The concept of a perfect system of
government is both fallacious and self-contradictory, since this
institution of men is based on the very ini.perfection of men. From
t.he liberal viewpoint, the task of government consists solely and
exclusively in guaranteeing the protection of life, health, liberty
and private property against violent attacks. As far as the government confines the exercise of its violence to the suppression and
prevention of anti-social actions, there prevails what reasonably
and meaningfully can be called liberty.
HA 71, 149, 189, 197,.237, 281, 720
UF 97-101
FC 52
Gresham's law
Popularly stated: uBad money drives out good money." More correctly
stated: When a government recognizes more than one kind of money as
legal tender, there is a tendency for the legally undervalued money
to disappear as a medium of exchange and for the legally overvalued
m.oney to become the universally used medium of exchange. This phenomenon was recognized as early as the 14th .century, but in 1857 was
attributed by Henry D. Macleod (1821 - 1902) to Sir Thomas Gresham
(1519 = 1579), Financial Agent for the British Crown, who had expressed this law in terms of the supposed n'intrinsic'' values of the
different monies. Actually, it is only a .special case of the more
general economic law that in a market economy no commodity is ever
allocated to perform a function for which it is known that a cheape.r
article would serve as well.
HA 450
M 75
Haute finance

(French)

High finance.
Hedonism
The theory t,hat the final goal of all human action is pleasure.

24.
Hegelian dialectics
In the philosophy of Hegel, logic, metaphysics, and ontology are
essentially identical. The only reality is Geist (mind .or spirit).
The only road to truth is logic. His peculiar thinking (dialectics)
proceeds from thesis to antithesis, i.e., the negation of thesis,
and from antithesis to synthesis, i.e., the negation of the negation.
He considered this the only process by which reality is revealed.
TH 102-6
Hegemony
Leadership; predominant or controlling influence, especially that of
someone in a position of authority, as a state or government.
Heterogeneity
Diversity or variety in the individuals or· elements of a mass or
large group. Absence of uniformity. Opposed to homogeneity.
Heteronomous
Not self-determining; subordinate to something else.
autonomous.

Opposed to

Heuristic
Helpful in the discovery of or revelation of truth; applied to
arguments or methods which are persuasive rather than logically
cbrnpelling, and which often lead one to search further for confirmation rather than to accept without question.
Historical School (Prussian)
A school of thought, originating in Germany, that held a study of

history was the sole source of knowledge about economic matters.
An older group, before 1870, opposed the teachings of the Classical
School; while a later or younger group, after 1870, opposed the
teachings of the Austrian School and advocated "social reform" by
state action. Mises is chiefly .concerned with this younger group,
led by Schmoller (1838- 1917), a professor at the Hohenzollern
founded University of Berlin.

Historicism
The theory of the Historical School that apart from the natural
sciences, mathematics, and logic, there is no knowledge but that
provided by history. It appeals to the authority of traditio.n and
the wisdom of the ages while opposing the ideas that inspired the
American and French Revolutions. It now supplies support to socialism, interventionism, and nationalism.
TH 198-200
Hohenzollern
German royal family, first electors of Brandenburg (1440- 1701),
then Kings of Prussia (1701 -· 1918) and finally also .emperors of
Germany (1871- 1918), until finally deposed after World War I.
In general, the dynasty opposed and tried to suppress first the
ideas of liberalism and later those of socialism in order to maintain
its absolutist powers.
Holism -- adj. Holistic
The collectivist concept that one can learn all that one can learn
by studying totals or the actions of whole units rather than the
actions of individual men. Holism rests on the theological or
metaphysical faith that the actions of the whole somehow determine
the actions of the parts rather than. vice versa.
Homo agens

(Latin)

Man as an acting being.
Homogeneity
Said of a grouping whose parts or elements are all of the same kind,
nature and character. Homogeneous units ar.e identical and thus
capable of substitution one for an other.
Homo oeconomicus

(Latin)

Economic man; a .man driven exclusively by ueconomic'' motives, i.e.,
solely by the intention of making the greates.t possible material or
monetary profit.
HA 62

26.
Homo sapiens

(Latin)

Man as a thinking being.
Homunculus
Small or little man, pygmy, dwarf, puny man, midget; often used in
the sense of an exceedingly small artificial human being.
Ht.ttnan action
Purposeful behavior; an attempt to substitute a more satisfactory
state of affairs for a less satisfactory one. A conscious endeavor
to .remove as far as possible a felt uneasiness. Man acts to exchange
what he considers will be a less desirable future condition for what
he considers will be a more desirable future condition. Thinking and
remaining motionless are actions in this sense. Action is always
rational and presupposes causality.
HA 11, 18, 22, 97, 99, 235

. ,
HumanJ.te

(French)

Mankind, society, humanity (used by the atheist Comte (1798 - 1857)
as the name of his religion, the religion of Humanity, which exalted
a society altered according to Comte's ideas of perfection.)
Hydromechanics
The branch of physics concerned with the application of the laws of
motion and equilibrium to liquids.
Hypostasis
Assignment of substance or real existence to concepts or mental
constructs.
UF 78
Hypothesis
A seemingly reasonable explanation, supposition or assumption pro=
posed as a tentative answ.er t.o a problem in the absence of known or
proven facts or causes. A hypothesis must not contain anything at
variance with known facts or principles.

27.
Ideal type
A rough generalization of a specific but loose concept helpful for
the description and interpretation of history. An ideal type is a
typification of a conceptual representation of complex reality by a
grouping, each member of which has all or many of a number of specified
distinctive qualities or characteristics. Because of its inexactness,
an ideal type cannot be defined, but must be described by an enumeration
of its basic features, all of which need not be present in any individual
case. An ideal type may pertain to men, events, ideologies or human
institutions. Examples are leader, bandit, king, dictator, town, state,
nation, war, revolution, economy. Although the same terms may also be
used in a precise legal or praxeological sense, their common or more
general use lacks the precision and uniformity of praxeological terms
and thus ideal types cannot form the basis for valid scientific laws
or principles. They are, however, an indispensable tool for recording
and understanding history.
HA 59-62, 251-2
EP 75-79, 108-9
Ideo!.2.g,y
1. Any philosophical doctrine dealing principally with problems of
society's political and economic organization.
2. In the Marxian usage of the term, a fals.e doctrine that precisely
on account of its falsity serves the interests of the class that
developed it. Only in a classless society will men be able to develop
truth free from ideological distortions. But the doctrines of Marx,
Engels, and other "proletarian" authors already anticipate, in the age
of disintegrating "mature" capitalism, the perfect truth character of
the science of the future.
3. The name of a French school of philosophy whose most eminent
representatives were Cabanis (1757 - 1808) and Destutt de Tracy (1754 1836) .
Ignoramus

(Latin)

In law, we do not know.

In more general usage, an ignorant person.

Imprescriptable
Eternally inalienable; permanently unalterable by law or authority;
incapable·of ever being disposed of or surrendered even if one wishes,

In abstracto

(Latin)

In the abstract.
Increasing returns, law of
See

-~

returns, law of -- of which it is a part.

Industrial revolution
The rapid changes in the transition from medieval methods of production to those of the free enterprise system which took place from
about 1760 to 1830, primarily in England. A term of Marxian origin
loaded with emotional connotations in order to fit economic history
into the theories of Fabianism, Marxism, Historicism and Institutionalism.
HA 618
Ineffable
Incapable of being stated or described because of some elusive t:ranscendental quality such as ideality, ethereality or spirituality.
Ineluctable
Impossible to surmount or overcome, irresistible, inevitable.
Inscrutable
Incapable of being analyzed and understood because the essential
facts or factors are concealed.
Institutional economics
An holistic school of thought, of American or~g~n, that maintains
that the patterns of group behavior, rather than individual human
actions, should occupy the central stage of "social studies." This
school believes that man's activities are primarily fashioned by
irresistible·social pressures called institutions. Such institutions
include custom, habit, tradition, environment and man-made law.
Attributing the ills of mankind primarily to the institutions of
"laissez-faire capitalism," they seek to change existing institutions

Institutional economics, cont'd.
by the pressures of public (i.e.' politically controlled) education,
political intervention and social controls (central planning) which
they believe will eliminate the maladjustments and clashes of interest
they consider inherent in a market economy based on private property
and the self-interest of individuals. Institutional economics has
been largely influenced by the writings of Thorstein Veblen (1857 1929), John Ro Commons (1862- 1945), Wesley C" Mitchell (1874- 1948),
the sociologist Chas. Ho Cooley (1864 - 1929) and the philosopher
John Dewey (1859- 1952)o
Institutionalism
An American outgrowth of Historicism which emphasiz;es control of .
human actions by patterns of group behavior and advocates political
intervention as the best means of changing man's habits and improving
mankind" The "Institutional Approach" is a collectivist approach
opposed to the approach of individualism and the idea that economics
is a science. Institutionalism is a broader and more general term
than Institutional economics, which see.

EP 8
Interventionism
The doctrine or practice of the legally hampered market economyo
The policy of resorting to governmental decrees and coercion to
direct market activities in a manner different from the pr.imary
desires of consumers as expressed by the practices, prices, wage
rates and interest rates of an unhampered market economy" Interventionism is always an attempt to help some at the expense of others,
as contrasted with the unhampered market economy in which participants
improve their situations by improving the situations of others" Many
interventionists, failing to understand economics, advocate specific
interventions as a means of saving free enterprise from what they
consider its excesses or weaknesses. However, interventionism
was the policy advocated by Karl Marx (1818 - 1883) and Friedrich
Engels (1820 - 1895) in the Communist Manifesto (1848) "as a means
of entirely revolutionizing the mode of production."
Introversive labor
0

Exertions which ar:e ends in themselves in that they provide immediate
inner satisfaction; as opposed to extroversive labor, exertions
undertaken as a means to attain a desired end" Examples of introversive labor include religious activities, mental or physical
exercises and exertions undertaken to divert one's mind from problems
of the moment.

30
Ipso facto

0

(Latin)

By the act or fact itself; by that very fact.
Iron law of wages
An extension to the field of labor of the idea that the value of
anything is found in its cost of production or reproductiono This
alleged law holds that under capitalism, there is a natural law of
wages toward which wage rates must constantly tend to return. This
"natural" rate is that which provides a "subsistence level" for
workers, wives and sufficient children to reproduce a constant work~
ing class. It is held that higher wages will result in more children,
and lower wages in fewer children, so that eventually the competition
of more or fewer workers must drive wages back in line with the
natural rate needed to sustain a steady number of workers. Founded
on the writings of David Ricardo (1772- 1823), the iron law of
wages was first formulated by the German socialist Ferdinand Lassalle
(1825 - 1864) and used as an argument to prove there was no hope for
the workers under capitalism.
HA 604-5
Irrational
That which lies beyond the bounds of what can be comprehended by
human reasoning and science. Antonym: rational. NOTE -- Irrational
does ~mean incorrect or impractical reasoning, but the total
absence of any reasoning.
EP 135, 148
Irrationalism
The theory that human reason is 'unfit' to interpret or illucidate
the material forces that determine human behavior. Irrationalism
attacks the very basis of praxeology and economics.
Judgment of relevance
The weight, appraisal or relative importance that one attaches or
assigns to each of many factors that contribute to a multi-caused
outcome of human actions. Judgments of relevance are not arbitrary
preferences, like judgments of value, but are sincere attempts to
weigh the relative significance of all contributing factors. However, they are subjective and thus subject to variation between
honest men or able experts.
HA 55, 57-8, 88
UF 102
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Judgment of value
The mental acts of an individual, which can not be observed but
which express his wants, tastes, feelings, choices or preferences
which incite or impel him to act in a certain manner at a given
time, situation and environment in an attempt to substitute con~
ditions he prefers for those he considers less satisfactory. A
judgment of value is personal and subjective and thus not open to
proof or rlisproof. It can only be identified by an action from
which it is inferred.
TH 19-26
UF 37-8
EP 80
Kaleidoscopic
Characterized by an unending variety due to a constant shifting of
the multitudinous elements which comprise the totaL
King. Gregory -- Law of
The law attributed to Gregory King (1648 •
a deficiency in the wheat harvest of 10%)
20%)
30%)
40%)
50%)

1712) who estimated that
would
(30%
raise
(80%
prices (160%
by
(280%
(450%

This ''law" or estimate was an advance over the still more crude
formulation of the quantity theory of money which held t.hat any
drop in the supply would lead to a proportional :rise in prices.
"la duree pure. dont l'ecoulement est continu, et ot. 1 1 on ~asse..t.
par gradations insensibles. d'un ~tat 1. l 1 autre: Continuite
r~ellement v~cue. '' (French)
The pure .duration, in which the flowing is continuous and one
passes by imperceptible degrees from one state to another: Continuity
really lived (or maintained).
Laissez faire

(French)

Short for "laissez faire, laissez passer, 11 a French phras.e meaning
to let things alone, let them pass. First used by the 18th century
Physiocrats as an injunction against government interference wi.th
trade. Now UE''2d freely as a synonym for free market economics, or
what Mises prEfers to call the unhampered market economy.
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Lapputania
Name of an imaginary country, used merely to illustrate a point.
"la sympathie par laguelle on se transporte 'a l 1 int~rieur d 1 un
objet pour coincider avec ce gu 1 il a d 1 unigue et par cons~guen_t
d 1 inexprimable." (French)
The sympathy with which one enters inside an object in order to
identify thereby what it has that is unique and therefore inexpres~
sible,
Law of participation
A concept of the F.rench philosopher Lucien L~vy=Bruhl (1857 - 1939)
wherein he holds that persons with a primitive mentali.t.y somehow
believe there is a "participation" between persons and objects which
are part of a collective representation, They see a sort of mystic
communication and interrelation in collective repre.sentations that
is wholly indifferent to contradictions apparent to non-primitives.
The parts of the collective are conceived of as both themselves and
some.thing other than themselves at the same time.
Le'vy=Bruhl, "How Natives Think," Ch, II
Lebensraum

(German)

Room or space for living or existence.

1. Used by Mi.ses "in the sense attached to it everywhere in the
nineteenth century and still today in the countries of continental
Europe, This usage is imperative because there is simply no other
t.erm available to signify the great political and intellectual
movement that substituted free .enterprise and the market economy
for the precapitalistic methods o£ production; constitutional
representative government for the absolutism of kings or oligarchies;
and freedom of all individuals for slavery, serfdom, and other forms
of bondage."
"In the learly 19th century/ constitutional confl:i.ct in Spai.n
in which champions of parliamentary government were fi.ghti.ng against
the absolutist aspirations of the Bourbon Ferdinand VII, t.he supporters
of a constitutional regime were called Liberals and those of the
King Serviles. Very soon the name Liberalism was adopted all over
Europe."
1. HA v
2. UF 92
2..
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Loss
The effect of unsuccessful human actions which result in distress
(Psychic loss, see Psychic profit and loss) and/or a decrease in net
assets (Entrepreneurial loss, see Entrepreneurial profit and loss).
Losses are primarily ascribed or assigned to those who would have
received the profits if the actions had been successful.
Malinvestment
An investment in wrong lines which leads to capital losses. Malinvestment results from the inability o.f investors to foresee correctly,
at the time o.f inv~stment, either (1) the future pattern qf consumer
demand, or (2) the future availability of more efficient means for
satisfying a correctly foreseen consumer demand. Example of (1):
An investment of available savings in a manner that can not produce
as much consumer satisfaction as the same funds could produce if
invested differently. Example of (2): An investment which, before
the end of its expected. useful life, becomes obsolete due to the
unforeseen development of more efficient means for satisfying the
same consumer demand. Malinvestment is always the result of human
mistakes. However, such human errors and the resulting malinvestments are most frequently compounded by the illusions created by
undetected inflation or credit expansion. From the viewpoint of
attaining maximum potential consumer satisfaction, every political
intervention, other than that needed for the preservation of the
market society, must lead to malinvestment:.
Malthusian law of population
A special case of the law of returns first propounded and revised
by Thos. R. Malthus (1766 - 1834) in six editions (1798 - 1826) of
his "An Essay on the Principle of Population. 11 This law holds
that, other things being equal, population tends to increase by
geometrical progression (1, 2, 4, 8, etc.), while the means of
subsistence tend to increase by arithmetical progression (1, 2~ 3,
4, 5, etc.) so that unless "moral restraint" or "preventive checks"
are exerted, the excess increase in population will inevitably be
removed by such "positive checks" as war, vice, poverty, disease,
starvation and widespread plagues and famines.
HA 129, 667-673
Manchester School --Manchesterism
A group of active British advocates of laissez-faire, free trade,
limited government principles who maintained that a wider practice
of such principles would reduce international frictions and lead to
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Manchester School -- Manchesterism cont'd.
world peace. The name derives from Manchester, England, where the
leading merchants and manufacturers reconstituted the Chamber of
Commerce in 1820 in order to protest existing protectionist policies.
In this milieu, the Anti-Corn Law League (See Corn Laws) held its
first meeting in Manchester in 1838. The Manchester School was
influential in shaping many British political policies during the
next fifty years. Before the turn of the century,popular support
gradually switched to the interventions advocated by the Conservative
Party and later those promoted by the Fabian Socialists. The best
known and most influential leaders of the Manchester School were
Richard Cobden (1804- 1865) and John Bright (1811- 1889).
Mandatary
An agent or representative chosen to follow the orders or commands
of those who selected him; usually applied to legislators elected
to carry out the instructions (mandate) of the voters.
Mandrake
An herb of the, potato family found in the Mediterranean area.
Once the object of many superstitions, its magical powers are now
in disrepute. Women once ate its fruit to promote pregnancy and
its roots were much esteemed as a love philter, a promoter of
personal prosperity and aid to an oracle's powers of prophecy.
Marginal theory of value
The theory that the value assigned to any good is the importance
attached to its use in removing some felt uneasiness and that the
value of any unit of a supply of identical goods is the value
assigned to the least important (or marginal) use for which the
contemp-lated number of available units .are expected to be used.
This is so because a judgment of value always refers solely to the
supply with which a concrete choice is concerned, for it is only
the use of this specific (marginal) supply that one must decide
to acquire or forego. Since each additional unit of an identical
good will be allocated to a lesser valued use than was previously
possible, the value attached to each additional (marginal) unit
will be lower than that assigned to previously held units. Con~
versely, with each decrease in the number of units held, there
will be an increase in the value of the least important (marginal)
use to which the decreased available supply can be applied. The
.marginal theory of value is the subjective theory of value which
is basic .to all the theories of the Austrian School of economics~
-of which Mises is the titular head. HA 119-127

·-

Marginal utility
The least important use to which a unit of a contemplated supply
of identical goods can be put. It is this least important or.
marginal use which is weighed or considered when one chooses to
increase or decrease his supply by one unit, since this is the use
(or value) which is to be obtained or renounced.
Margin monopoly
A monopoly for which there is an upper limit (marginal point)
beyond which the monopolist cannot raise his monopoly price without·
inviting competition. A marginal monopoly is possible only when
the ability to charge monopoly prices is dependent upon an exclusive
advantage which is limited for either natural or institutional
reasons, as in such cases where the monopolist enjoys greater
fertility, richer ores, greater productivity, location or transportation advantages, tariff protection, governmental subsidies or
price controls etc.
Market economy, the free or unhampered
.A pure or unhampered (i.e., free) market economy is an imaginary
construction which assumes - 1. the private ownership (and control)
of the means of production; 2. the division of labor and the consequent voluntary market exchanges of goods and services; 3. no
institutional interferences with the operation of the market processes
which generate prices, wage rates and interest rates which reflect
the actual conditions of supply and demand for all goods and
services; and 4. a government, the social apparatus of coercion and
compulsion, which is intent on preserving market processes while
protecting peaceful market participan.ts from the encroachments of
those who would resort to the threat .or use of force or fraud.
HA 237

Market economy, the hampered
A market economy in which the government interferes with the
marketing pr.ocesses by orders and prohibitions which divert the
production of wealth from those channels which reflect the first
choices of market participants. In short, the government does not
limit its activities to the preservation of the private ownership
(and control) of the means of production and the protection of
market participants from the encroachments of those who resort to
the threat or use of force or fraud.
HA 718
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Market process
The voluntary and peaceful complex interaction of men de.liberately
striving toward the best possible removal of human dissatisfaction.
·The leadership in the process is assumed by promoters, speculators
and entrepreneurs competing for the profits awarded to those who
prove themselves superior in providing the most valued means for
satisfying human desires. Every step in the market process depends
on human decisions so that there is nothing automatic or mechanical
in the process. By an inseparably interrelated series of.human
actions the market process determines the price. structure of the
market, the allocation of the factors of production and t:he share
of each participating individual in the combined result..

HA 333-8
Marxism
The socialist theories of Karl Marx (1818 - 1883) and his collab=
orator and financial backer Friedrich Engels (1820 ~ 1895).
Materialism has two entirely different meanings
L The mentality of those who prefer material wealth, bodily comforts
and sensuous pleasures over the "higher" intellectual and ''noble.r"
spiritual aspirations of men.

2. The doctrine that all changes are brought about by mat.erial
entities, processes and events, and that all human ideas, choices'
and value judgments ean be reduced to material causes which one day
will be explained by the natural sciences.
HA 17, 154
TH 75, 94, 152
UF 28ff
Material productive forces
A Marxian concept, or perhaps catchword, that Marx never adequately
defined. Marx regarded the stage or conditions of product:ion not
only as a fact entirely independent from human thought l:ut also as
the determinant .of human thought and social conduct.

HA 80, 141

. s 302-3, 352-4

Medieval scholasticism
The intellectual speculations and doctrines of the leading phi.los=
ophers of the Middle Ages, roughly 800 to 1400 A.D. Their main
discussions revolved around such controversies as the re~.lity of
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Medieval scholasticism cont 1 d.
universals (nominalism vs. realism), man's free will (determinism
vs. indeterminism) and the compatability of logic with Christian
theology (reason vs. revelation). Perhaps the most noted medieval
scholastic, or schoolman, was St. Thomas Aquinas (1227- 1274), a
moderate realist.
Meliorism
The belief that both the morals and the reasoning powers of the
masses are essentially sound so that with the innovation of democratic government their good judgment will inevitably make the world
an ever better place for mankind in that all future changes will be
progressive st~ps toward social perfection.
HA 192-3
Menshevik

(Russian)

Literally "a member of the minority." A member of the Russian
Social Democratic party who, as a socialist reformer, advocated
less radical and more democratic methods than those of the Bolsheviks
from whom they split in 1903. After the November 1917 Russian Revolution, the one party Communist dictatorship suppressed the Menshevik
movement.
Mercantilism
The theories of some 16th and 17th century writers based on the
belief that the gain of one man or one nation must represent the
loss of another and that the precious metals were always the most
desirable form of wealth. In an attempt to increase a nation's
wealth, they advocated the national regulation of foreign trade in
a manner they thought would increase merchandise exports and hamper
merchandise imports, thus creating an inflow of the precious metals.
This is still called a "favorable balance of trade." The 19th and
20th century advocates of such policies are called neo-mercantilists.
HA 447-9, 453, 660
TH 30, 297
Metalogical
Beyond the scope or province of logic.

38,

Metaphysics
(From the Greek
Beyond or after physics)
The area of human thoughts and convictions that lie beyond the
realm of scientific human knowledge and experience and therefore
in the realm.· of beliefs, creeds, intuition, theology or S'Ulpernatural revelatiqn. Such thoughts or convictiqns are incapable
of scientific proof and frequently, although not always, of
disproof.
HA 32, 146
EP 49
Methodens treit

(German)

A dispute, arguntent or controversy over methods. Specific.ally,
the controversy over the method and epistemological character of
economics carried on in the late 80 1 s and early 90 1 s .of the last
century between the supporters of the Austrian School of Economics,
led by Carl Menger, and the proponents ()f the German Historical
School, led by Gustav von Schmoller.
Modern theory o.f value
In Mises 1 terminology, the value theory generally known as the
marginal theory or subjective theory; which see,
Molar
In mechanics: Pertaining to a mass or body as a whole, as oppos~d
to molecular; acting as an aggregate unit and not as a group of
separate parts.
Moloch
In the Old Testament of the Bible, the supreme 4iety of Semitic
heathenism whom the men of ,Judah once appeased by the sacrifice
of their dearest possession, their own children, Hence, any evil
and vicious doctrine which requires the sacrifice of human lives.
Monetary theory of the trade cycle
The Mises explanation of the way a manipulation of the money
supply, by inflation, credit expansion or a combinat.ion of both,
creates a "boom11 which makes an ensuing readjustment period
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Monetary theory of the trade cycle cont'd.
inevitable. This readjustment period is called a "stabili.zation
crisis" and if extended by political intervention is more popularly
known as :a "depression. n See Human Action, Chapter XX, pgs. 538 586, particularly Sections 8 & 9, pgs. 571 - 586. For a more de=
tailed analysis, see his book, The Theory of Money and Credit.
Money
The good which serves as the generally accepted and connnonly used
medium of exchange -- nothing else. It is the most marketable
good which people acquire beca1,1se they want to offer it in later
acts of interpersonal exchange.
HA 201; 208, 398, 401
Monism
The doctrine that both mind and matter can be reduced t.o one substance or ultimate reality.
HA 17
UF 115ff
Monopoly, -ist
These terms have two distinctly different

meanings~

1. A state of affairs in which an individual or group of individuals
has the exclusive control of one of the vital conditions of human
survival. In this situation, the monopolist is the mast;er and t;he
rest are slaves. It is the pattern of the socialist state and has
no reference to a market economy.
2. A state of affairs in which an individual or a group of individuals
has the exclusive control of the supply of a definite cormnodity or
factor of production. In this sense every market participant is a
monopolist if the commodity he offers cannot be exactly duplicated
by a competitor. Such a monopoly is .of no importance unless market.
conditions permit the monopolist to .charge monopoly prices (whic.h
see), which it r;arely does.
HA /2,77- 8, 371
Monopoly gain
The income or increase in net worth earned by a monopolist in a
position to charge monopoly prices.
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Monopoly price
The price which emerges when a monopolist gains more from selling
a smaller quantity of his monopolized good than he- would from
selling a larger quantity at a lower price. In the absence of a
monopo~y; competitors prevent the emergence of a monopoly price
by offering larger quantities for sale at lower prices, However,
the existence of a monopoly does not always permit the emergence
of monopoly prices since the higher price often reduces net proceeds as well as sales. Monopoly prices yield monopoly gains -=
not profits.
Mutatis mutandis

(Latin)

The necessary changes being made; with due alteration of details.
Natural law, or the laws of nature
These terms are used in two senses:
1. The inflexible regularities of the physical and biological
phenomena which form the subject matter of the sciences of physics,
chemistry, medicine and biology. The actions of men are restricted
and conditioned by these laws and thus a knowledge of them is
necessary for succ.essful action.
2. The idea that there is an arbitrary eternal standard for determining which human actions are just and therefore beneficial to
society and which are not. Many Scholastics held that natural law
was a part of divine law while more recent theorists tend to hol-d
that natural law is a body of rules and customs with which manmade laws should conform for the good of society. Since there is
no scientific basis for determining the content of natural law, it
is used largely in a vague metaphysical sense and few people agree
as to its specific meaning. Consequently many people resort to
natural law as a justification for whatever social actions or
programs conform with their own particular ideas of justice.
Natural right
An illusory right supposedly conferred upon individuals by natural
law (which see, Sense 2). The emptiness of appealing to any
"natural" right becomes evident when an opponent claims a contrary
or inconsistent "natural'' right. Such differences can only be
resolved by resort to sound and effective reasoning.
HA 174-5, 285
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Natural sciences
Branches of knowledge collectively which deal directly with the
phenomena exhibited by natural objects, organic or inorganic, and
their subst~nces. There exists among such entities an inexorable
causality and regularity in the concatenation and sequence of
natural events or physical phenomena. While measurements of such
substances may not be precise, they are sufficiently so to permit
the use of laboratory experiments and observation for measurements
and quantification of knowledge. Sometimes referred to as the
physical or empirical sciences, the .natural sciences incl11de
biology, geology, medicine, physics, chemistry, etc., but' not the
human scienc.es, mathematics, philosophy or metaphysics.
UF 6-7, 27, 46, 62
Nazi

(German)

Short for Nationalsozialist, a member of the National Socialist
German Workers Party, led to power by Adolph Hitler (1889- 1945).
Also used as an adjective to signify a connection with the Nazi
Party or its policies. While the Nazis were in power (1933 - 1945),
Hitler based his absolute dictatorship upon appeals to nationalism,
anti-semitism and anti-capitalism.
Nominalism
The doctrine that man can only conceive of specific things, persons
and events and thus all general or univers.al terms, such as a tool,
a man or a speech, are mere figments of the imagination and nonexisting. Opposed to realism, the doctrine that general or universal
terms predated specific terms and thus have substantial reality.
Nominalists tend to distrust abstractions and deductive reasoning
while leaning on experience and the direct observation of experiments.
Non liquet

(Latin)

It is not clear or proven;
used legally for verdicts deferring
a decision in doubtful cases.
Normative discipline
A branch of leapting that has a $et of standards or rules of conduct
by which to test, judge or :evaluate its subject matter? such as
ethics, aesthetics, logic and .Politics.

Optimum returns; law of
See -- returns, law of -- of which it is a part.
Originary interest
The imaginary component of gross or market interest rates which
represents the ever fluctuating ratio between the values assigned
to want satisfactions in the innnediate future and those assigned
to want s.atisfactions in the more distant future. In short, the
difference between the present v:alues of pres.ent and future goods o
In addition to the originary interest component, gross or market
interest includes the entrepreneurial component (uncertainty of
repayment) and the price premium component (anticipated changes in
the future values of the particular goods, including the monetary
unit, under consideration)o
HA 237, 524, 526, 539-545
Panphysicalism
The theory that holds that all human ideas and acts are determined
by physical laws; "that the procedures of physics are the only
scientific method of all branches of science. It denies that any
ess.ential differences exist between the natural sciences and the
sciences of human action. 11
TH 243
Paralogism
Faulty reasoning. In formal logic, a fallacy in which the conclusion does not follow from the premises.
Parameter
In equations, an arbitrary constant quantity which can have
differ.ent values in otherwise similar equations. An example would
be the 11 time parameter," an arbitrarily selected time period which
must rema.in constant for any one set of simultaneous equa.tions;
but which may be varied for other sets of similar equations. In
uses other than in equations, parameter has different meanings
which have no reference to "mathematical economics •11
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Pathological
' Due to, or related to, disease.
Pathology
The science of diseases and their medical treatment. The totality
of knowledge concerning disease including their origins, progress,
consequences and cures.
Per analogiam

(Latin)

By analogy.
Periphrastic
Using a phrase with more words than necessary for a simple direct
expression. Tending to expression in a drawn out roundabout manner.
Perorate·
To harangue or expound at length; to conclude or sum up a long
discourse.

'
Phalanstere,
Fourier's

(French)

Phalanstery.

In the complicated visionary socialist system of
Fourier (1772- 1837), the phalansteries are
the corrnnon buildings of essentially self-sufficient cooperative
connnunities. He would permit some inter-phalanstery exchanges
between those in different parts of the world. !n such connnunities,
all participants would seek their happiness in the abandonment of
the restraints normally imposed by the previously existing societies.
Minimum subsistence would be a first lien on total production. After
that, the balance would be allocated 5/12th for labor, 4/12ths for capital
and 3/12ths for talent. It was assumed that all tasks, even the most
menial, could be made sufficiently attractive so that enough workers
would always volunteer to perform all necessary connnunal work.

'Francois~Marie-Charles

Pharisaic
Pertaining to the Pharisees, a school of ancient Jews noted for
their strict and formal observance of both written law and traditional
rites. Hence, tending to observe external forms without regard for
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Pharisaic cont'd.
the essence or inner spiritual feeling. Thus a connotation of
overly formal, hypocritical self-righteousness.
Phlogiston theory
A chemical theory of fire that was generally accepted for about
a century until disproved by Lavoisier (1743 - 1794) in 1775.
Physi.ocracy
An early (18th century) economic theory pr~valent in France which
considered agriculture the prime l)ource of wealth and both manu ..
facturing and trade as sterile. It held that. the function of
government was to give effect to "natural law." Their maxim,
"laissez faire, laissez passer" gave impetus to free enterprise
ideas.
Physiology
That section of the science of biology which deals solely with
the operation of the functional processes of the many coordinat.ed
physical units of the healthy body. It is not specifically concerned with the mental ·cont.ent of the mind or with mental processes
in so far as they are separate from the purely physical processes.
Plain state of rest:
The condition where there is a cessation of all market transactions
because, for the time being, no potential buyers or sellers believe
they could improve their conditions by further transactions at
q,uoted prices. This is a temporary period that disappears as soon
as such conditions disappear.
Pleonasm
An expression which, if omitted, would not change the meaning.
Its use is usually considered a fault, but is sometimes acceptable
for emphasis.
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Pluralis gloriosus

(Latin)

Glorious plural, meaning a combination of units for the purpose
of transferring the glory of some units to the other units, i.e.,
for permitting some units to assume and boast of qualities actually
associated with other units.
Pluralis imperialis

(Latin)

Imperial plural, meaning a combination of units by the order or
connnand of the established authority (Emperor).
Pluralis logicus

(Latin)

Logical plural, meaning a combination of units on the basis of
a logical identity.
Pluralis majestaticus

(Latin)

Majestic plural, meaning a combination of units for associating
the lofty and stately dignity of the units combined..
Plutodemocracy
A democracy controlled by thos.e possessing power or influence
solely or mainly on account of their wealth; a government ruled
by plutocrats.
Polylogism
In short: many logics. The theory that the logical structure of
the human mind differs according to certain divisions of mankind
and that as a result the ideas and logic of men also differ in
accordance with the specified classification of men. Marxian
Polylogism asserts there are differences according to social
classes. Others claim there are differences according to race,
religion, nationality, etc.
HA 75
Positivism
A doctrine, associated with Auguste Comte (1798 - 1857) that
seeks to apply the empirical methods of the natural sciences to
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Positivism cont 1 d.
the realities of human action. It holds that man's knowledge of all
subjects passes through three stages (theological, metaphysical,
and positive) and that the final stage, positivism, will be attained
in the area of human relations by the formation of laws obtained
from observations of causal relations.
HA 12
TH 24
UF 39, 54
Postulate
An underlying assumpt.i.on accepted as true, a priori, but acknowledged
as indemonstrable because of the limitations of human knowledge or
the hum.an mind.
Pragmatism
The theory that ideas or principles are sound solely because they
work. Pragmatists claim that all knowledge rests on practical
demonstrations of their validity; rejecting apriorism as a source
of knowledge, t.hey maintain that man 1 s knowledge of logic, mathematics
and praxeology is limited t.o what can be proved by empirical or experimental met:hods.
HA 2.3=4, 32

Praxeology
(From Greek Praxi.s, action, habit, or practice; logia, doctrine,
theory or science.)
The science o:r· general theory of (conscious or purposeful) human
action. Mises defines action as "the manifestation of a man's
will." Accordingly, he considers the use of the adjectives
"conscious or purposeful" to be redundant. Praxeology is a manifestation of the human mind and deals with the act.ions open to men
for the attainment of their chosen ends. Praxeology starts from
the ~ priori category of action and then develops the full implications of such action. Praxeology aims at knowledge valid for all
instances in which the conditions exactly correspond to those implied
in its assumption and inferences. Its .statements and propositions
are not derived from experience, but are antecedent to any compre=
hension of hi.storical facts.
HA 32
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Profit
The goal of every contemplated action (anticipated profit) or
the gain or satisfaction derived from every successfully completed
action (achieved profit). Since all men prefer success over failure
and a greater success over a lesser success, every human action is
aimed at obtaining as high a gain or satisfaction (profit) as
possible. The opposite of profits is losses, the. result of unsuccessful actions, which all human actions seek to avoid or minimize.
Both anticipated and achieved profits are of two types, psychic
(mental) profit and entrepreneurial (business) profit, which are
defined separately.
HA 97, 289-90
PF 108-150
Progressing economy. the
An economy in which the per capita quota of invested capital i.s
increasing, This increase in capital goods result.s in an increase
in per capita income, In a progressing economy total entrepreneurial
profits thus exceed total entrepreneurial losses. Since i.nC'ome.s
and capital accumulation are incapable of measurement, the existence
of a progressing economy can only be grasped by resorting to historical
understanding.
HA 251, 294~7
Proletarian
A wage earner, manual worker or peasant, whom socialists view as one
without property, and thus, under capitalism, at the me:rcy of
employers. Proletarians are to be .distinguished from ,, L the
bourgeois or merchants, employers and white collar workers, and
2. the nobility and landed gentry.
Psychic profit and loss
An increase (profit) or decrease (loss) in the acting man 1 s sat:ls=
faction or happiness. Psychic profits and losses are sensible,
subjective, mental and purely personal. They can be neither
measured nor weighed. They can only be felt .or sensed. The psychic
profit or loss derived from any action can be compared with that. of
another solely in terms of more or less.
HA 97, 204-5, 289-90

Psychology
Psychology is concerned with the minds of men. !t has two major
meanings. The sciences of human action are not primarily concerned
with the physiological meaning, sometimes known as natural or experimental psychology. Whenever Mises refers to psychology in
economic studies, he has in mind what some call "literary psychology"
and which he has called "thymology" in TH and UF. In this sense.
psychology "is on 1;:he one hand an offshoot of introspection and on
the other a precipitate of historical experience. It is what
everybody learns from intercourse with his fellows. It is what a
man knows about the way in which people value different conditions,
about their wishes and desires and their plans to realize these
wishes and desires. It is the knowledge of the social environment
in which a man. lives and acts."
It signifies the cognition of human ideas; emotions, volitions,
motivations and value judgments which are an indispensable faculty
of everyone. It is the specific understanding of the past which
gives men an insight into the minds of other men, Psychology,
like economics, starts with the individual. It concerns the internal
invisible and intangible events of the mind which determine man's
value scales which result or can result in action. Economics begins
at the point psychology leaves off.
HA 12
UF 47-8
EP 3
TH 264.ff
Psychopath
A person with a mental disease, usually characterized by a mental
or emotional instability, due to a defect in chara.ct.er or personality, that approaches but falls short of insanity.
Psychopathology
The branch of psychological knowledge that is concerned with mental
diseases and disorders.
Psychophysics
The division of psychology that studies the physiological aspects
of mental phenomena and in particular the quantitative relations
between st.imuli and the resultant sensations.
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Qua-

(Latin)

Considered as; in the capacity orcharacter of; as far as; as.
Qualitative economics
Economic theory based on the knowledge that there are no constant
relations in the sphere of human actions and that the e~ct future
is always uncertain because the value judgments of acting men cannot
be determined in advance with certainty,
EP 116-118
Quantitative economics
. The theories of "mathematical economists" based on the idea that
there are constant relations in the sphere of human actions that
can be quantified or·measured, thus permitting the application of
statistics and mathematical theories to economics. Mises ma.intains~
"There is no such thing as quantitative ec.onomics.'' All sta,tistics
are history, sometimes economic history, but never .economics.
HA 34.8
UF 62
EP 116-118
Rate of profit
An absurd expression based on the false assumption that there
exists a relationship between profit and capital, Profits are
earned by superior foresight in adapting production to meet future
shifts in consumer demand before competitors are aware of the need
for such adaption. Since profits cannot be related mathematically
to superior foresight, there can be no meaningful "rate of profit."
Ratiocination
The mental process of reasoning or exact thinking with the implication of an extended process that passes through a number of steps
before arriving at the logical conclusion.
Rational
Arrived at by the use of the peculiarly human mental processes
by which man strives to connect his ideas as consciously, coherently
and purposively as possible in order to plan the attainment of ends
sought. In view of the human fallibility in selecting the best
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Rational cont'd.
possible reasoning for attaining the ends sought, there is no
implication a.s to the correctness or incorrectness of the reasoning.
Consequently, all conscious human actions, whether or not appropriate
for the ends sought, are rationaL
EP 135, 148
Rationalism, eighteenth century
The fundamental thesis o£ rationalism is that man's actions are
guided by reason. In the.eighteenth century a growing movement
stressed the use of reason to expose the fallacies of the myths,
superstitions and witch burning of earlier times. The weakness of
the movement was the false assumption that all men possessed the same
reasoning capacity and thus any disagreement with generally accepted
doctrines and ideologies was the result of willful deceit.
TH 269-70
Realism
See nominalism.
Realpolitik

(German)

Practical politics, in the sense that theory is unimportant and can
be disregarded. The exponents of Realpolitik were unaware of the
fact that .their own policies were based on one or more: theories.
Reclusion
The seclusion of a hermit, recluse or anchorite.
Regressus in infinitum

(Latin)

Process of going back endlessly, i.e.,
a preceding step.
Relevance, judgments of
See judgment of relevance.

tra~ing

each happening to
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Renitent
Actively resisting, persistently opposed, recalcitrant, struggling
in opposition.
Res estra cormnercium

(Latin)

Thing or things outside of business or cormnercial transactions.
Retrogressing economy, the
An economy in which the per capita quota o£ invested capital is
decreasing. This decrease in, or consumption of, capital goods
results in a decrease in per capita real income. In a retrogressing
economy total entrepreneurial losses will exceed total entrepreneurial
profits. Since incomes and capital accumulation are incapable of
measurement, the existence of a retrogressing economy can only be
grasped by resorting to historical understanding.
HA 251, 294-9
.
Returns, law of
This law falls into three parts:
1. The law of optimum returns provides that there is an a priori
optimum combination (or proportion) of the factors of production
for the production of every economic good. This optimum combination
will provide, for all factors, the highest yield per unit of input.
2. The law of diminishing returns provides, all factors but one .
being present in optimum quantities, the greater the deviati.on from
optimum of the input of this other factor, the lower the yield will
be per unit of input for the factor not at optimum.
3. The law of increasing returns provides, all factors but .one
being present in optimum quantities, every change toward the optimum
input of this other factor will increase the yield per unit of input
for the factor not at optimum.
In short, the law of diminishing returns applies, as any deviation.
from the optimum increases; while the law of increasing returns
applies, as the input approaches the optimum combination.
HA 127-130
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Ricardo's law of association
See Comparative cost, law or theory of,
Ruritania
Name of an imaginary country, used merely to illustrate a point.
Schizophrenia
An abnormal state of mind or mental derangement characteriz.ed by
distorted views of reality and the presence .of conflicting ideas~
impulses or emotions which lead to fantastic delusions and a
disintegration of personalityo
Second International
A loose federation of national groups of all sorts of socialists
that was first organiz;ed at Paris in 1889, on the lOOth anniversary
of the French Revolution. It followed about fifteen years after
the dissolution of "The International Workingmen's Association"
or "The International," now known as "The First International)"
which was founded at London in 1864, under the domination of Karl
Marx (1818-1883) , This second at.tempt to promote international
socialist unity disintegrated with the advent of World War I.
After the war, many of its components were absorbed into "The Labor
and Socialist International" which first met at Ha."'!burg in 1923.
Others were absorbed into "The Third (or Communist) International 10
which first met at .Moscow in 1919.
Social competition
The striving of individuals to attain the most favorable posit.ion
in a system of social cooperation.
HA 274
Society
A joint action and cooperation in which each participant sees the
success of each other participant as means for the attainment of
his own.
HA 168

Sociology of Knowledge
An attempt to salvage the discredited Marxian ideology doctrine
inaugurated in the twenties by Mannheim (1893 ~ 1947) and Scheler
(1874 - 1928). As Mannheim admits that there exist "unattached
intellectuals" who are fit to grasp truth free from "ideological"
distortions, the whole discussion leads to an impasse.
Sozialpolitik

(German)

Literally, social politics. More specifically, the policies of
politieal intervention launched by the German Chancellor, Prince
Otto von Bismarck (1815 = 1898), in 1.881 in an attempt to c.ompete
with the Social Democr.atic Party (Marxist socialists) for the
political loyalty of the wage earners. The main features are laws
which attempt to foster trade unions, raise wage rates and prices
of farm products, encourage "non-profit" activities, restrict stock
exchange and other "big business" activities while resorting to
heavy taxation of corporations and progressive income taxes on
individuals. Sozialpolitik led to tariffs, cartels and finally the
national socialism of Hitler. The German Sozialpolitik was the
modern forerunner of welfare state policies in Europe, including
Fabian Socialism in England, and the American New Deal inaugurated
in 1933 by Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882- 1945). The advocates of
such policies deny the existence of economic law and fail to realize
that such political interventions produce chronic unemployment and
lower living standards for the very masses they seek to help by
so~called "pro=labor" legislation.
FC vi
OG 59-66, 76-.8, 158-61
HA 367-8
Speculation
Dealing with the uncertain conditions of the unknown future. Every
human action is a speculation in that it is embedded in the flux
of time.
HA 250, 253
Stalinists
Followers of Joseph Stalin (1879- 1953), a poorly educated but
ardent and adamant supporter.of the Russian Connnunist Revolution~
who, because he was not a doctrinaire Marxian scholar, was able
to resort to more expedient tactics to eliminate Trotsky (1877 ~
1940) and his other rivals in the contest for the Russian dictator=
ship upon the death of Lenin (1870 - 1924).

s
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Stationary economy, the
The imaginary construction of an economy in which the per capita
income and wealth (capital accumulation) remain unchanged. In such
an economy total profits would be precisely~ual to total losses.
It is only in such an unreal and imaginary .economy that the equations
c0f "mathematical economists" would have any validity.
HA 251-2, 256
Subjective economics
The general economic theory developed from the subject.ive=val.ue
theory as expounded by the Austrian school of economics.
Subjective theory of value
Th.e theory, held by Mises, that the value of economic goods is in
the minds of individual men and therefore is neither constant nor
inherent in the goods themselves; that values of the .same good va.ry ~
as the judgments of the individuals making the valuation vary~ from
person to person and from time to time for the same person.
Subjective use-value
The importance attached to a thing due to the belief (or expecta,tion)
tha.t its use can produce a desired effect. The belief (or expect:ation)
may or may not be true. Likewise, a thing wi.th the power to produce
a desired effect may not have subjective use=value for a person who
is not aware of this fact.
HA 120-1
Subjective-value theory
The value theory of the Austrian school of ·econOniics which holds
that the relative values of goo~ and services, in the sense that
values determine human actions, are to be found in the minds of
acting men at the moment of their decisions to .act or not to act
and not in the physical characteristics or the costs of production
of such goods and services. Value is thus said to be subjective
rather than objective.
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Subjectivist economics
Economics ba.sed on the theory that the value of goods is not
inherent in the goods themselves but is in the minds of acting
men; that economic value is. a matter of individual judgment which
may vary from person to person and for the same person from time
to time.
Sub specie aeternitatis

(Latin)

From the viewpoint or mental image of eternity.
Sui generis

(Latin)

Unique; of a class by itself; of its own kind.
Sybaritism
The theory that the highest human happiness is to indulge one's
sensual desires for rare and luxurious pleasures, such as living
the life of a rich and unrestrained royalty.
Sycophant
One who seeks wealth, power or influence from an El.ccep.ted leader
or leaders by undue flattery., adulation or servility.
Tabula rasa

(Latin)

A clean slate; a blank or erased tablet.
Tautology
Needless or usele.ss repetition o.f the same idea in different words.
Teleology
The theory that the cause and direction .of changes in phenomena
are determined by a previously existing plan or purpos.e, as opposed
to mechanism wherein they are determined a<!cording to the laws of
the natural sciences. All human actions (purposive human behavior)
are teleological, i.e., they are activated by the purpose of the
actor.
UF 6-8
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Tertium comparationis

(Latin)

Third cqmparison.
Theism
In the eighteenth century sense, Theism meant a belief in one
God as the Creator and as the Almighty ever present power on .earth
and in man. Theists in general accepted the teachings of revelation
and grace and differed from Deists in this respect.
Theorem of Pythagoras
The theorem that the square of the hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle is equal to the sum of the squares .of the two other sides.
Therape.utics
The part of medical science related to the application of drugs and
other remedies for curing or healing disease.
Thymology
See Psychology.
Transvaluation
Judgment of importance shifted to a different basis, usually one
that repudiates generally accepted standards. A change in the ends
sought, .due to a change in what one values .most.
Tropism
The involuntary movement of an .organism
stimulus wherein the organism is either
from the .outside stimulating influence.
the movement wherein plants turn toward

activated by an external
attracted to or repelled
An example is heliotropism.
the sun.

.
Trotskyists
Followers of Leon Trotsky (1877- 1940), a Russian intellectual
and communist revolutionist with orthodox Marxian ideas who agreed
with Stalin (1879 - 1953) in all essential matters except as to
minor tactics and who should become the Russian dictator upon.the
death of Lenin (1870- 1924). Expelled from the Communist Party
(1927), and banished from Russia (1929), Trotsky was murdered in
Mexico (1940).
s 561-6
Ultima ratio

(Latin)

Final reason or argument, which is force.
Understanding
The power of the human mind to grasp or comprehend the significance
of a situation, faced by men, from the knowledge of given, but. . . . .
incomplete, data, not subject to identical repetition. Understanding
seeks the meaning of action in empathic intuition of a whole. · Understanding takes into account not only given facts but also the reactions
of other men, value judgments, the choice of ends and the means.to
attain such ends and the valuation of the expected outcome of actions
undertaken. Understanding is the result of intellectual insight
rather than factual knowledge, but it must always be in harmony with
(not contradict) the valid teachings of all other branches of knowledge,
including those of the natural sciences. Understanding is practiced
by everyone and is the only appropriate method for dealing with history
and the uncertainty of future conditions.
HA 45-50, 112, 118
EP 12, 48, 130-145
TH 310 .. 1
UF 4.8-9
Unio mystica

(Latin)

Literally, unity or union by secret rites. More generally, the
unity or union in the spirit of an individual with that of the
Supreme Being or some other superior or leader.
Universalism
A holistic or collectivist concept that considers a society as an
acting entity with its own will and ends which are independent and
separate from those of its individual members. The ends of the·
group are determined by a superhuman power and revealed through a
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Universalism cont'd.
leader whose authority and statements .of ntruthu can never be
questioned by reason or faithful believers. Holding that families
and communities. direct the development of individuals, rather tha,n
vice versa, universalists consider social aggregates, such as nations,
as an articulated whole to which the functions of individuals must
be subordinatedo Society's desired ends are realized solely by
compelling individuals to function as prescribed by the politica,l
community. A leading proponent of :universalism was Othmar Spann
(1878 ~ 1950) whose ideas formed the basis for much of Nazism.
HA 45, 145.=6, 151
EP 43, 209-10
Also SPANN
Uno acto

(Latin)

By a single doing; with one action.
Usufruct
The right to use and enjoy the property of another to the extent
that such use and enjoyment does not destroy or diminish its essential
substance.
Utilitarianism
A school of thought, neutral as to ends, that holds that social
cooperation, ethical precepts and governments are, or should be,
merely useful means for helping the immense majority attain their
chosen ends. It holds that ultimate standard of good or bad, as to
means is the desirability or :undesirability of their effects. It
rejects the notions of human equality, of natural law, of government
as an instrument to enforce the laws of God or Destiny; and of any
social entity, such as ·societ:y or the State, as an ultimate end.
It reconnnends popular governiilent, private property, tolerance,
freedom and equality under law not because they are natural and just
but because they· are beneficial to the general welfare.
HA 148, 174.,5
TH 49, 55ff
Utopia
An utterly impractical plan or scheme for an ideal human existence
which is una.ttainable because of the inherent charact.er of man.
Utopians are impractical idealists or dreamers removed from: reali.ty.
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Value
The importance that acting man attaches to ultimate ends. Value
is not intrinsic; it is not in things. It is within us; it is the
way in which man reacts to the conditions of his enviromnent.
Value is reflected in human conduct. It is not what a man or
groups of men say about value that counts, but how they act.
HA 96

Value judgments
See judgment of value.
Verstehen

(German)

Understanding -- see definition of understanding.
Volkswirtschaft = en
Volkswirtschaftlich - e

noun
adjective

(German)

National political economy in the sense of a nation's politically
directed or controlled economy or even national socialism. The
term implies that the welfare or interests of the nation are somehow
different from, superior to, and _often opp,osed to those of the
nation's individual inhabitants.
HA 3.23-6

Weher-Fechner law
Ernst H. Weber (1795 - 1878) proclaimed his law of psychophysics
tha:t the least noticeable increase in the intensity of a human
sensation is always brought about by a constant proportional increase
in the previous stimulus~ Gustav T. Fechner (1801 - 1887) d~eloped
this into the Weber-Fechner law that to inc:r.ease _the intensity of
a .sensation in arithmetical progression, it is necessary to increase
the intensity of the stimulus. in geometric progression.
Weltgeist

(German)

World spirit or intellect.

61.
Wertfrei and Wertfreiheit

(German)

Literally, value free and value freedom; actually, neutral with
regard to all value judgments.
HA 47

Wirtschaftliche staatswissenschaften

(German)

The economic aspects of political science.
HA 761

Wotan
Also Woden and Odin.

The god of war and wisdom.

Zeus
The chief of the pantheon of the Gre.eks and the Greek counterpart
of the Roman god, Jupiter, at about 1000 B.C.

